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"ABC Fixes Shanty,
'''Protests UPBFilm
by Patricia M. Carr
, .~news editor
Last Monday, amid much con,toversy, the University Program
Board oresented the motion oici "ture "The Gods Must be Crazy."
Immediately following the movie
. Helan Page, UMSL anthropology
. professor, facilitated a discussion
, ..~d gave her impressions on the
movie's portrayal of black culture
in South Africa.
Controversy over the screening of
. ,the film began a month ago when
"'Hilary Shelton, vice president of
Collegians,
Associated
Black
approached the UPB to express his
.concern, as a student rather than as
"a, representative of a student
. organization, about stUdent activity
money being used for rental of the
.film.
" ,The movie depicts a tribe of
African bushman and how they
come into contact with 20th
.century.
"Page opened the discusssion with
''her personal reflections on the
nI ovie .
"In
1986,
the
American
Anthropology Association con'«iemned the movie. The movie
'depicts whites in contemporary
society, and the bushmen as if they
were as free as they were before the
$uropean occupation."
, Page continued to explain that the

bushmen were no longer free to
roam their original twenty five
thousand square miles of the
Kalahari.
In addition to the misrepresentation of the bushmen, Page said the
freedom fighters of South Africa
were portrayed as unthinking fools
lead
by' unthinking
white
mercenaries.
According to Page "This slapstick
humor, has lost its place in
western culture."
Page said the messages set by the
film were subtle and have been used
by media for a long time to manipulate people.
"These messages are hazaradous
to our health," she said
Members of the audience commented on their impressions of
the film.
Prior to the actual viewing of the
film, ABC passed out fliers to
outline their disapproval of the
movie, and of the UPB for showing
it.
The ABC argued that the government of South Africa has made
money from the mOVie, so rental of
the film was in effect supporting the
oppressive regime of P. W. Botha
and apartheid.
Page disagreed with ABC on one
point of their argument.
"Showing the film is not racist,"
she said. "The film is racist."
Shelton commented that UPB was

at OfL e
Lies In Cost
by Steven L. Brawley
editor

REBUILDING: Members of the campus community helped rebuild
ABC's shanty last week According to the campus police, the structure was blown down this week by high wind. (Below left) Ascene
from the UPB film series movie, "The God's Must Be Crazy" which was
protested by the ABC for misrepresenting South African bushmen.
insensitive to the issues, and there
was presently not enough black
members on the board,
"You cannot make decisions
about black people without black
people there," he said.
Bill Peters, a UPB member, said
that one black member quit before
scheduling of the film and the other
did not attend meetings when
decisions about scheduling were
made.
Gayle Wilson, chairperson of the
committee, said that when the
scheduling decisions were made
only five of the fifteen available
positions on the board were filled.
"You cannot expect white people
to make decisions in your own interest," Page said.

However, she continued to say
that they had not been running their
organization in an organized
manner.
"Lack of organization to make
your pOSition heardis nobody's fault
but yours, ours," Page said.
Someone in the audience mentioned that Black History Month had
just ended and that showing the film
only two days after that month
showed very little sensitivity to
black issues.
Page said an example of insensitivity was when the television networks began running "Shaka Zulu"
on Martin Luther Kings birthday in
See UPB, Page 3

SABC Gives Final Budget Allocations
by laura J. Hopper
reporter
.~

The Student Activity Budget
Committee held their most important meeting of the 1986-87 school
year on Friday, determining final
'~locations for all UMSL student
groups requesting funds, as well as
deciding the status of base funding
for eight student groups which had
. ~quested it.
These allocations must be
approved by the Senate Student
Affairs Committee, which will
.r..1i!view SABC's decisions at a meeting on Monday, March 9. If the
budget is not approved, the SABC
would meet to revise it on Frida\'.
March 13.
•
, ill A total of $228,000 was allocated
to
the
various
student
organizations. The total amount
available to the SABC was $230,000,
'-lint $2,000 is being reserved for
groups who wish to appeal the decision made regarding their 1987-88
funding.
, ,In the meeting, base-funded
g}oups were discussed first. These
groups, which include the Current,

Forensics,
Horizons,
Student
Association,
Student
Activity
Budget Committee, University Center Advisory Board, University
Players and University Program
Board, have been funded a guaranteed" base" amount of money for the
last three years now, due to a decision made by the 1983-84 SABC.
This base funding process was
reviewed by this year's SABC, with
each of the eight groups attending a
hearing where committee members
asked them to explain why they
needed base funding.
At Friday's meeting, the SABC
allocated base funds to six of the
eight groups requesting base funding. These groups will continue to
receive this same amount of base
funding for the next three years. At
the end ofthis period, the 1990 SABC
will review the agreement, as the
1987 SA; , did, and make new
decisions.
Under the new agreement, the
SABC decided to deny direct funding to Forensics and the University
Players. Both groups also received
lower total allocations than they did
in 1986-87, particularly University

Players, which only received half
their 1986-87 total.
In rationalizing the cuts in funding and elimination of base funding
for these two groups, the committee
noted that both of these groups have
an agreement with the College of
Arts and Sciences, which partially
funds both groups.
In the case of Forensics, the SABC
funds one-third of the group's
budget, while Arts and Sciences
funds the other two-thirds. The
University Players, for the 1987-88
year, and subsequent years under
the agreement, will receive eighty
percent of their funding from Arts
and Sciences, with the SABC providing the remaining twenty percent.
- After settling the status of base
funding, the SABC determined the
total amounts of money that would
be allocated to each student group.
Few groups received the amount
they requested, but they included
Beta Alpha Psi, Chess Club, Panhellenic, Student Activities Budget
Committee, Student Association,
Student Council for Exceptional
Children and the University
Singers.

The remaining groups received
lower amounts than they requested.
Some groups, such as Associated
Black Collegians, Psi Chi, and Psychology Organization received
lower allocations than in the 1986-87
budget.
In general, groups which were
new or had not been funded by the
SABC in 1986-87 received low
amounts of money. These amounts
ranged from $130(Big Mountain
Support Group) to $500(AfricanAmerican Leadership Council).
However, one exception to this
was the group Students In Support
Of Children, a new group supporting
child care which hopes to provide a
care center for children of evening
students. SABC members voted to
do this group's allocation last, in
hopes of giving the group(which had
requested $10,400) the full amount
of remaining funds, which was in
this case $8,473.
The
Chinese
Student
Association,the
Education
Organization, Rho Nu and Kappa
Delta Pi were denied funding com·

After months of conducting
studies, the fate of Bugg Lake seems
to rest with the amount of money it
will cost to put the lake back after
construction of the science
complex.
Afeasibility report that examined
the re- establishment possibilities
of Bugg Lake and the construction of
a new Biology Study Lake on the
South campus was conducted by the
Sver~rup Corporation.
According to the report, the total
cost to re-establish Bugg Lake is
estimated to be $130,000.
Bugg Lake was drained last summer to permit construction of the
new Science Complex. The dry lake
bed is scheduled to be used as a construction equipment and material
staging site.
Since the new Science Complex
will extend into the exisiting lake,
the size of a new Bugg Lake would be
reduced.
The report stated that reestablishing the lake would include
eliminating previous leakage and
controlling seasonal water level
fluctuations.
To fix the leakage problem, the
reported concluded that a liner
should be placed in the lake bed.
"In order to permanently stop the
long occuring seepage from Bugg
Lake, it is Sverdrup'S opinion that a
bentonite soil liner be placed over
the entire lake area to a depth of 18
inches," the report said.
The cost of such a liner is
estimated to be at $54,000.

'.

Of the 497 employers of college
graduates recently surveyed by the
College Placement Council, nearly
\lipercent said that they are screening for evidence of drug use while
aU;other 20 percent stated that they
plan to adopt the practice during the
, fV!xt two years.
A report on the survey, which was
published late last year. also
revealed that most ofthe employers
ffQ.uiring drug tests would not hire
>Lt>llege-trained . applicants who
failed the test. However, 37.9 per" ce.nt said that they would retest
applicants, an.d75 percent said
!. fl>plicants w.hofailedcould reapply
for employment and receive favorable consideration later.
. "The data found in our survey corl.eborate other reports that drug
screening programs are on the

rise," said Warren E. Kauffman,
Executive Director of CPC,
"Clearly the study shows this is a
major employment issue."
But Joseph Palmer, Director of
UMSL's Career Planning and Placement Center, disagrees somewhat.
"We have to keep this in perspective," he stated, "The majority of the
companies in this country are not
screening."
Palmer commented that the number of companies giving their
applicants drug tests could increase
rapidly if drug abuse became more
widespread in this country.
However, he thinks this increase
will be contingent on the resolution
in the nation's courts of whether or
not
this
procedure
is
unconstitutional, as opponents of
drug testing have charged.
"I think that there are a lot of legal
. problems that
haven't been
resolved," he said, "regarding

Department of
Speech Communication
And
University Players
Present:

K>~THE~-Qn
\JJ

DINING ROOM

GJ

rights of people's privacy."
The employers who were found,
through the survey, to be administering drug tests or planning to do so
chose safety as their primary
reason for developing drug screening programs. Yet, there were other
conSiderations, such as security;
the quality and reliability of products; increased productivity; control of medical costs: and law,
government,
or
noncompany
regulations.
Among the companies that acknowledged their use of drug tests,
the highest percentages were in the
following industries: utilities (37.1
percent); chemicals, drugs, and
allied pr'Oducts (9.3 percent); aerospace FJ.6 percent); and petroleum
and <{Hied products (7.9 percent).
Thf,se employers who did not plan
to
sh drug screening prooften chose not to do so
ophical reasons,

by Paul Thompson
features editor

A 20-year-old UMSL student was
charged last week with sexually
abusing a female student in connectioll with a campus incident earlier
in the month,
Warrants charging student Derik
Jones with third degree sexual
abuse and indecent exposure were
issued 'Wednesday, Feb. 25 by the St.
I Louis County Prosecuting Attorney's office, according to Campus
Police Sgt. Kenneth Hubbard.

THEATER
Members of th.e University
Players share their thoughts and
back stage rituals as "The Dining Room" completes its run in
the Benton Hall theater.

Page 4

See CRIME, Page 3

POLL BACKGROUND: Members of the campus community have
advocated that housing be provided for UMSL students. Because
UMSL is a commuter campus, it has been argued that UMSL's mission does not require the UM system to consider providing dormitories or apartments for students.

s

L

Does the absense of student housing help foster the
perception that UMSL is a lower grade institution of
higher education?
Yes
or
No

0
0

Would the presence of student housing help
eliminate the apathetic nature of the UMSL
campus?
Yes
or
No

0

0

Please tear off this portion of the newspaper and
place your answers In the Currenfs classified
mailbox in the University Center Lobby next to the
candy store or send itthrough the campus mail to the
Current, One Blue Metal Office Building..

GINA!
Gina Gregory raps up the
most prolific career in Riverwomen basketball history, setting new records for both
rebounding and scoring.

Page 7

Jones is accused of sexually fondling and exposing himself to a
female evening college student. The
incident occurred about 10:10 p.m.
Feb. 10 in Clark Hall, Hubbard
said,
Hubbard said the victim had left
her .class and walked to the first
floor of Clark Hall to use the
telephone when· the suspect
approached her. He reportedly fondled the woman and pulled his pants
down before fleeing.

' - - - - - , "~---------

See SABe, Page 3

followed by legal, ethical. cost, and
union considerations.
Lastfall, President Reagan called
for the testing of federal government workers in "sensitive"
positions primarily for evidence of
marijuana and cocaine use. Around
the same time UMSL began a drug
testing and drug education program'
for student-athletes, in response to
the NCAA's relatively new policy
requiring drug tests for studentathletes participating in postseason tournaments.
In regard to companies that are
,now testing applicants and those
planning to do so in the future,
Palmer said that although he does
not see the situation as something
that is especially significant at the
moment, students should oe aware
of it. He reported that his department was attempting to provide
them with the appropriate amount
of information.

See BUGG, Page 3

[SiudeniCharged In Crime

Many Grads Report Drug Screenings On Job
by Todd Johnson
reporter

Since the renovated Bugg Lake
would be for aesthetic purposes
only, the report examined the
feasibility of constructing a new
Biology Study Lake on the South
Campus.
After holding discussions with the
UMSL Biology Department, the
report concluded that the new lake
should be around 10-12 feet deep
with shallow edges.
The cost of a new Biology Study
Lake is estimated to run between
$380,000 and $469,000, depending on
the size and scope of the lake.
Discussions have been held between the University and the St.
Louis County Park Department on
the possibility of sharing a lake with
the St. Vincent's Park, adjacent to
the South Campus.
However, according to Sandy
MacLean, vice chancellor for Student Affairs, the cost of both projects came in so high that other
alternatives are being looked into.
MacLean said the University will
work with the Biology Department
on returning Bugg Lake at a
minimum scale.
Charles Granger, chairman of the
Biology Department, said he is
optimistic that two lakes can still be
provided for the University.

-

LS
Let's Talk
Student Groups Need
To Work Together
A problem exists on this campus which, if not addressed, will
prevent such issues as racism from being resolved.
The recent events surrounding the burning of a symbolic
shanty built by the Associated Black Collegians and the protest of
a University Program Board film series selection have brought
about discussions concerning the racial atmosphere on this
campus.

U"

Such discussions are welcomed. That is the purpose of this, or
any University. By rebuilding the shanty and having a discussion
after the showing of the film, "The Gods Must Be Crazy," steps
have been taken toward realizing that racisim, against any group,
does exist.
However, racism is no more pronounced on this campus than
it is in society in general.
The SL Louis metropolitan area is racially segregated. This
particular campus, with its mission to serve the urban needs of
the region, can be a" model" for other urban universities across
the nation to follow.
Chancellor Barnett's Partnership Program, in particular, can
be used as an example of how this campus can help meet the
needs of the st. Louis miniority community as it heads into a
structurally transformed 21st century economy.
By working together as a whole, this campus can accomplish
much. However, if we continue, as we have been, by working as
single units against each other, then no purpose is served.
Student groups should be the first to join hands. This does not
mean they will embrace, however.
It is unrealistic to think that the Associated Black Collegians,
Student Association, the University Program Board and the
editorial staff of this newspaper, could all agree on all subject
matters.
However, if student groups don't make the effort to educate
each other openly and honestly. then each will continue to come
into unnecessary conflict. We don't all have to agree, but we do
need to make an effort to understand each other.
As advocated by UMSL Anthropology Professor Helan Page
during the discussion of the UPB movie, open and honest discussion of issues can only be beneficial. Name calling and finger
pointing will only be destructive.
Let's hope that someday racisim will be something we only
study about and not live through. But until then, let's continue to
try and look beyond our own personal cultural biases and see the
whole picture.
All this sounds good on paper, but to make it happen everyone
must make a concentrated effort. If we drop the ball on this one,
everyone suffers. And that's really a shame.
Having different opinions isn't racist. Racism breeds on misinformation and preconceived notions that are continually supported either intentionally or unintentionally.

LETrE S PO Cy
The Current welcomes all letters to the editor. The writer's student number and phone number must be included. Non-students
also must sign their letters, but only need to add their phone number. Letters should be not more than two typed pages in
length.
No unsigned letters will be published. Names for
published letters will be withheld upon request, but letters with
which the writer's name is published will recieve first
preference.
Responsiblity for letters to the editor belongs to the individual
writer. The Current is not responsile for controversial material
in the letters, but maintains the right to refuse publication of letters judged by the editorial staff to be in poor taste. Letters may
be edited for space limitations.
Letters may be dropped off at the Current offices, One Blue
Metal Office Building, 8001 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis,
MO 63121.

NT

berMS

The SABC Continues Budget Hoopla
The Student Activities Budget Committee has made its final
tentative allocations for student groups. These allocations are
tentative because they must be approved by the Senate Student
Affairs Committee. Also, student groups may appeal the SABC
decision. What's wrong with this process is that the SABC has only
set aside $2,000 for appeals.
Out of a$230,OOO budget, a$2,OOO appeal budget is nothing. It is
obvious that many student groups will want to appeal their
budget. However with a $2,000 pool, very few can swim in it.
Besides setting aside an inadequate amount for appeals, which
discourages groups to utilize the safety net process, the committee will once again face questions concerning how it allocated

funds. A new group, Students in Support of Children, was
allocated $8,000 to begin a day care center for evening college .to!
students. Although their program could benefit the campus community, with no track record, $8,000 is a bit too steep for a committee who advocated smaller amounts for other new groups.
By setting aside a small appeal budget and allocating a large."
budget to a new group, while setting small amounts for others the
SABC will once again raise eyebrows. The reforms made by the
Student Assocation have brought the SABC a long way. However,
the SABC must also remember whose money they are spendingtt)
and that the campus community will scrutinize, agree and disagree with their decisions.

Copyright by the Current, 1987

Blue Metal Office Building
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St Louis, Mo. 63121
Phone: (314) 553-5174
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On The Board
Student Curator Continues Campus Contact
the central administration, the
Board of Curators, state government etc.
I believe that in most cases four
campuses working in concert are
In case you missed my first artimuch more effective than a
cle, I would like to explain that I am
a student represenative to the
fragmented student voice. UnforBoard of Curators for the four camtunately, there has been a history of
puses of the University of
noncommu1!ication,
lac~
. of
Missouri system.
understandmg and even nvalnes
The purpose of this article is to ....___J,l.etween t.he campuses.
ApprOXImately a year ago, the
describe some of the progres.s.tlrnf
has been made in the--paSt year
student government leaders ~ade
toward bringing the student
an effort to ~hange that. In ~pnl of
overnments of the four campuses
198~ we met III .Rolla fo:: the fl~st of a
together.
senes of meetmgs to diSCUSS Issues
of concern to all four campuses.
These meetings have proven very
In
past
years
student
fruitful. They have allowed student
governments have not taken full
advantage of the fact that there are leaders to get to know each other,
gain a better understanding. of the
three other campuses in the Univerother campuses, and see that there
sity of Missouri system.
Problems that students have on is a great advantage in working
one campus are often similar or together whenever possible.
identical to problems experienced
These meetings soon caught the
by students on the other eye of University President C. Peter
campuses.
Magrath. He supported the concept
Solving these problems often of inter-campus student cooperarequrires involvement in a "cention and even attended one of the
tralized" decision making processstudent leader meetings.

by Kevin Edwards
board of curators
represenative

student

't

.,

Although there is much work left ..
to be done, in the last year student"
presence in the administration and
state government has been
. markedly enhanced due to I)
ment leaders from the fOur collaberation
among
the' .
campuses.
campuses.
This group provides an excellent
opportunity for direct student input
Now that solid ground· work has Iii
at the highest levels of central been laid, my number one priority
administration.
for this year is to better utilize these
In September, President Magrath mechanisms
for
student
co-hosted a reception at Providence representation.
Point (the president's residence)
which gave the student government
Again, if you have a concern or
leaders a chance to meet with memopnlon, raise it! Tell your student
bers of the Board of Curators
government represenative, write a
University Officials and locai letter to the editor, or write tome, .,
legislators.
Another spinoff of system wide
Student government can't represtudent cooperation includes the
sent your views if you don't let them.
establishment of a new branch ofthe know what your views are. The more
Associated Students of the Univer- seriously you take your student
sity of Missouri, the University of government, the more seriously
Missouri stUdent lobby organization they will be taken when defending
formerly based soley at UMC and their interests.
UMR
My addressis 206 University Cen- .'
Student government leaders have ter West, Rolla MO 65401, and my
also met with one of Governor phone number is 314-341-..4970. I
Ashcroft's aSSistants, Tom Duncan,
encourage you to let me know what
to discuss higher education issues.
you think.
"

In August,
the President
established the Inter-campus Student Council as a special advisory
council made up of student govern-

.1
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Greek Week To Offer
; ~·V ariety Of Games
....

While it's hard to rally students
for many activities on campus, one
event has no problem ensuring
. anticipation and attendance.

':\ Fraternities
and
sororities
; organizing the annual "Greek
: Week", celebrated on campuses all
: over the country March 8-14, have
,,,,spotted UMSL with colored signs
. : displaying this year's theme,
; "United We Stand"
: And united they stay as various
";1' groups compete for trophies in
: individual and group events. The
: sing an.d. talent competition, sign
: compehtlOn, and contests for "Prin; !- ?ess Athena" and" Greek Physique"
• I.nclude some of the week's
: highlights. Field tournaments
: swimming and running relays:
, i. obstacle courses, and other tests of
- speed and agility are some of the
: athletic events offered.
:
Katherine Barnes, this year's
., organizer for the games, expects a
: big turnout. "There's a better spirit
: of cooperation than in past years,"
: she said. "I think fraternities and
" sororities pulled together after see~ ing the Tekes split up."
• While the teams, including mem-

bers from sororities Alpha Xi Delta
Delta Zeta, Zeta Tau Alpha and
fraternities Pi Kappa Alpha Sigma
Pi, Sigma Tau Gamma a~d Tau
Kappa Epsilon, take the games
seriously, they leave plenty of room
for fun.
Their "crazy" games--tricycle
races, keg toss, Volkswagen push,
beer
chug--are
regular
and
favorites.
The frivolity of "Greek Week"
makes it a big event of the year, but
only
spotlights
the
surface
enthusiasm of the groups. More important, according to Barnes, is that
they promote involvement in
sororities
and
fraternities
throughout the year.
All students are invited to watch
the events taking place throughout
UMSL during the week. The sing and
talent competition, heading the
week off Sunday, March 8 at 6:30
p.m. in Marillac Auditorium, is
expected to be especially popular
with students, faculty, and parents
alike.
Interested persons should contact the Office of Student Activities
at 553-5536 for more information.

NEWSBRIEFS
Nominations are being accepted
for the Student Life Award. Presented annually by the Division of Student Affairs, this award recognizes
contributions made by faculty,
staff, or administrators which enhance the quality of student life on
campus. Nomination forms are
available in the Office of Student
Activities, 250 University Center.
The deadline for submitting
nominations is March 13, 1987.

DOD
Bids will be solicited beginning
Friday, February 20 for construction of the new Science Building!
Science Complex on the UMSL
campus, reports M. Thomas Jones,
interim Associate Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs and Chairman
of
the
Science
Building
Committee.
Bids will be accepted until April!.
Contract awards will be made by the
Board of Curators at its April 30/
May 1 meeting. Construction is
expected to start after the board
approves the contract.

Chancellor Marguerite R. Barnett
has scheduled open office hours for
faculty every Wednesday between
11 am. and noon. Every effort is
made to keep the Chancellor's
schedule free at this time, but
occasionally she may be called out
of town on short notice.
Anyone who has questions about
the open office hours may call 5535252.

ODD
Four students in the Pierre
Laclede Honors Program have been
honored this semester with supplementary stipends to help pay for
university tuition.
This semester's honorees are Sue
Bradford, Frances Borgmeyer, Patricia Nestor, and Mark Niemeyer.
The stipends, which are awarded
on top of the normal stipend for
students in the honors program, are
given each semester to a select
number of stUdents nominated by
honors faculty who taught them during the previous semester.

DOD

DOD
M. Thomas Jones, Chemistry and
. Interim Associate Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs, has been
appointed a member of the
Meetings and Expositions Committee of the American Chemical
SOCiety.

Chancellor Marguerite R. Barnett
has been appointed to the American
Council onEducation' s Commission
on Government Relations. The fouryear term runs through December,
1990.

SABC

from page 1

pletely due to turning in their
budget request forms after the
deadline.
However, these groups, as well as
any other groups who are dissatisfied with their allocations, may
appeal to the SABC. Appeals dates
have yet to be scheduled(although
they are likely to be in the first week

of April), as the committee is still
devising criteria for who may
appeal their budget.
This criteria will likely require
the group to state last year's SABC
allocation, this year's allocation,
what programs would becut without
their requested funding, and the
possible funding that the group
could receive from other sources.

University of Missouri officials
will be at UMSL on Friday, March
13, to hold the annual budget
bearing.
Anyone may express an opinion
then about programs and procedures that the state legislature
should fund at UMSL during the
1988-89 school year. The hearing for
the 1937-88 school yearwas held last
year.
The session will be held in the
Hawthorn Room of the J. C. Penney
Building on the UMSL campus, 8001
Natural Bridge Road, starting at 10
a.m. and concluding at 11:30 a.m.

DOD

DOD
According to the latest figures,
on-campus enrollment at UMSL for
the Winter Semester is 10,937
students, up 442 stUdents and 4.2
percent since Winter Semester
1986.
'

The University will observe the
10tb annual Women's History Montl1
in March with lectures, films and
displays planned by the University's Women's Studies Program.
Various
activities
planned
throughout the month will be
featured in upcoming Current
Calendar.
The UMSL Center for International
Studies and Continuing EducationExtension College of Arts and
Sciences will sponsor a five-part
lecture series-- U.S. Foreign Policy
Update--on Tuesdays from 4 p.m. to
5:30 p.m., March24 through April 21.
Meetings will be held in Room 331
Social Science and Business Build~
ing on the UMSL campus
The program will provide a brief
but intensive overview and update
on U. S. foreign policy on arms sales
and terrorism with the Soviet bloc
the Middle East, East Asia and Cen:
tral America.
Program registration fee is $25.
For registration information call
Joe Williams at 553-5961. Fo; program content information, call
Kathy Pierson at 553-5801.
from page 1

order to attract a greater
audience.
Dave Thomason, coordinator of
student activities and UPB advisor
said, "rve never been called a racist
or had my life threatened before
this. The decision to show the film
was made by a group of students
representing you."
Both he and Wilson mentioned
that there were vacant positions on
the board.
Thomason. quoted Jaime Uys,
producer, dIrector and writer of
the film.
"1 simply want to entertain. I am
concerned wi~h the issues ofthe day,
but I do not mtend ramming them

Hubbard said the case is now in
the hands of the prosecutor's office.
He was unaware whether Jones has
been re- arrested after charges were
filed.
Both indecent exposure and third
degree sexual abuse are misdemeanor charges. If Jones is convicted, he could face up to a year in
prison on each count.
....-.. -.-- .....-

In the be~illnill~" hingin~ and purgjn~ seemed
like all ea:"-V \\£1\- to control your weight.
1\0\\~" ifs'controlling )'our whf~le life.
..
Because bulimia isn"t a miracle diet.
lis a dangerons disease.
A potentfally fatal oht'ession that consumes your
.. mind while it destroys . . onr body.
And no matte~' l{ow mam: times vou tell vourself
vou can stop. that this time it' tl;e last tiine, the truth is:
• ~'ou can"t quit alone.
..
But there is a place where you're not alone.
The Eating Disorders Program .
••
Our medical staff and counselors have helped
hundreds of women sufIering from bulimia. so we.know
what Hm're going through. And we can help you end
• your physical aI1(~ U1e~ltal rain throllgh a eonfidentiaL
medically supenlsed mpatJcnt program.
If you or someone you love has a problem with
hulimia, anorexia or overeating. call the Eating Disorders
Progranl.
.~
.. , Because throwing up an that food you're
consmuina wmit help.
)(1l.~ need care and understanding to eliminate
'It the helpless feeling thai8 consuming you.

DOD

UPB

from page 1
sergeant said.
The woman called police, who
then searched the building, where
they found the suspect playing pinball, Hubbard said.
Jones was booked that night after
the victim identified him in a police
line-up. He was later released into
the custody of his parents, Hubbard
said. PoUce sought warrants the
following day,

SItes, brmging the total Winter 1987
e.nrollment to 11,768, the highest
fIgure in six years.

000

The observatory at UMSL will
resume its schedule of regular monthly open houses on Saturday,
March 7 at 7 p.m.
The observatory is located on the
UMSL South Campus, 7804 Natural
Bridge Road, next to parking lot
"U". The open houses are free of
charge.
For the latest information about
open houses and sky objects to
observe, call the UMSL Skywatch
Hotline at 553-5706.

CRIME
The victim reported the incident
to campus police immediately.
Police conducted an investigation
and made composite sketches of the
suspect, Hubbard said.
Two weeks later, about 8:30 p.m.
Feb. 24, the victim spotted the suspect. "She was on campus attending
classes and she saw the subject
walking by the library going toward
the J.C. Penney building," the

Another 831 students are enrolled
l~ cred~t courses at off-campus

.... '........

-'-.. - ..

down my audience's throats.
After all, what's entertaining about
the issues of today?"
It was decided that more discussions must take place in order to
help race relations on campus.
Today, leaders of UMSL student
organizations will meet to continue
discussions
like
those
held
Monday.
"Hopefully students at UMSL will
develop much stronger intercultural sensitivity," Page said.

BUGG
from page 1
"We are hopeful that ~e can hav~
an aesthetic Bugg Lake as well as an
ecologically working pond on the
south campus."
MacLean said the committee set
up to review the Bugg Lake situation
will not dissolve, but continue to
look at the alternatives with the
Biology Department.
The cost of the feasibility study
conducted by Sverdrup was $6 000.
"We had to have that study 'done
and we got reasonable information
from it," MacLean said.

,.-.--------------~

~

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound®to
the beach, the mountains, or your hometown.
For just $89 round trip, you and your friends
will have a great time wherever you go.

, 4j

EA'TING DISORDERS PROGRAM
(314) 771-0500
CAREUNIT HOSPITAL OF ST. LOUIS

Anywhere Greyhound goes.
1IL.:3III ....

-GREYHOUND
leave the driving to us~

Greyhound • 809 N. Broadway· 231-4485
.Must present ~ ~~ colleg~ ;1udent I p. ~ upon purchase. No orne: discounts apply, Tickets are nontransferable and ODd for travel on Greyhound Lin
Inc., and orner partlclpatmg carners. Cerlam re;trlctlons apply. Offer effecnve 2Jllfrl through 4130/frl. Offer limited. Not valid10. Canada. © 19frl Greyhound L:S, Inc.
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Theater Chronic le

motion Mixes With Crab Rangoon "
by Craig M artin
managing editor
It was Sunday, closing night, and

the last time "The Dining Room"
would be performed by this particular cast in this particular
place.
In the last scene in the play, actor
Jim Chmiel holds a glass aloft and
offers the toast "to all of us." As he
raised his glass, as he has done
dozens of times before in rehearsals
and performances alike, there
seemed to be a difference. His voice
seemed a little more sincere, his
eyes seemed truly sad, and the reaction from the rest of the cast for
perhaps the first time was real,
not 3cted.
It was as if Jim was not toasting
other characters in a play, but
instead toasting his friends, with
whom he had shared so much in the
past few months.
"I really felt that toast at the end.
Jim looked at me more intensely
than usual. I don't know if the other
actors felt it the way I did, but it was
real to me," said Marilyn Norman,
described in the program as 3rd
Actress ..
It is that type of feeling in the confines of Benton Hall that keeps the
University Players fresh and vital.
Not many students take advantage
of the fine performances there,
because many simply do not know
that UMSL has a real, professional
working theater company-a real
theater company whose most recent
closing night went something like
this:
6:30 p. rn.; Actor's Call: The actors
begin arriving at the theater for the
eight 0' clock performance. The
mood is light and happy, but
everyone knows that this mood will
soon change to one of concentration
and preparation.
The technical crews, or "techies"

as they are lovingly referred to,
begin to cue sound, check lights and
set props. The theater is deceivingly
calm and serene.
"I like to get here a little bit early
and just sit in the dark theater and
think. Being here really picks me
up, I look forward to coming here,"
said Gretchen Stockdale, 2nd
Actress.
6:45 p.m.; Preparation Begins:
The actors and actresses begin putting on make-up and preparing to go
on stage.
"With this particular show each of
us plays several different characters, so, at least for me, I have to be
completely aware of everything
that's going on when rm not on
stage. Because we interact so much
as different characters, you really
have to be paying attention," said
Charlotte Stiritz, 1st Actress.
As far as informal preparation,
the difference between the men and
women in the cast see~.s ,t_o .9~
cuisine.
"Chinese
food.
Definitely
Chinese food," said Norman.
"Yeah, Crab Rangoon," Stiritz
ldded.
"See, we ate Chinese food before
one performance, and it made us all
sick," Stockdale said.
"Yeah, but it sure kept us on our
r:oes," Norman mused.
The men, however, disagreed,
even among themselves.
The first stop for me is always
Taco Bell," Chmiel said.
"Oh God no, I eat during the day
but not before the performance. I'm
~;cared of what might happen on
"tage," said Jim Brown, 2 nd Actor.
"I agree with him. I don't eat right
before a performance either," said
R Paul Gatrell, 3 rd Actor.
Other pre-show rituals include eating chocolate, private thinking and
meditation alld even applying more
and more m::lke-up.

Department of
Speech Communication
And

University Players
Present:

February 26, 27, 28
and March 1
University of Missouri-St. Louis

Benton Hall Theatre
8:00 p.m.

STA GE SHOW: UMSL's new
theatre director Barbara Kachur
directed her first campus production last week with the
University Player's production of
"The Dining Room."
"I just keep putting on make-up
until it's time to go on stage. It's
really silly, rll just cake on layer
after layer to keep me busy." Norman said.
7:15 p.rn.; More Preparations:
The backstage crew has now
finished pre- setting the last of the
props. Pre-setting means to make
sure all props that should be onstage are there and all carry-on
props are in their proper place on
the prop tables backstage.
The sound crew has started the

house music and soon people will
begin to arrive for the show. The
house lights are adjusted to the preshow level.
Backstage, the tension begins to
build for all of the actors.
"I like to go out there and get nervous. I need to feel it. Last night I
didn't feel anything, and it showed,"
Norman said.
"I like to get nauseous. I really do.
H you don't feel anything you can't
act up to your potential," Stiritz
said.

The ladies then began their
warm-up vocal excercises, sounding more than a little strange.
Over in the men's dressing room,
the action is slightly different.
"Considering that this sbow is
made up of 18 different scenes, and
each one of us has 9 or 10 different
characters, it's difficult because we
do have so many parts and the range
is incredible. At one point, for
instance, I go off stage and change
from and six-year-old to an eightyear-old in ten seconds," said

appin' Man Who Kno\Vs How To J-J-JalO
by L es li e K . K n a p p
reporter

RAP MAN: UMSL student Milo Gralnick, along with his partner, "J.e.,"
has a hit rap song now playing on local radio stations.

Milo Gralnick is a 21 year-old
sophomore majoring in Communications, has a 4.0 GP A, and has
a rap hit on radio station KMJM
Magic 108 FM.
How did it happen? Milo started
writing raps as a student at University City High School because it was
"like writing poetry. I grew up listening to that kind of music," he
says. His first performance was at a
high school talent show with his
brother Monty and a friend.
After high school Milo and a few of
his friends decided to make some
money with their talents. They
approached three singing telegram
companies with the idea of delivering a rap message followed by break
dancing. They were hired by all
three.
Eventually the group split up, but
Milo did not give up on rap. He
entered contests and sent out demo
tapes until producers Andre' and
Keith Williams heard him. They
gave him a call.
It was Andre and Keith who

introduced Milo to his current
partner, "Je." Milo donned the alis
"Deep Freeze" and, at Milo's suggestion, the duo became known as
The Frozen Explosion.
The Frozen Explosion cut their
first record, "Sucker Bump," "with
a little help from friends."
"Actually," Milo said, "I haven't
really had to put out any money. I've
had the su pport of my manager, producers, and investors that believe in
what we're doing."
Once the record was pressed,
mangers Andre and Keith went to
work selling it. Magic 108 was not
sure whether to ta~e The Frozen
Explosion seriously or not. They
aired" Sucker Bump" on their" Rush
it or Flush it" show. When the calls
came in four out of five said "rush
it!"
Now Magic 108 plays "Sucker
Bump" a couple of times per day and
the record is selling well in local
record stores, Milo "Deep Freeze"
Gralnick says.
In addition to having a hit single,
The Frozen Explosion has opened at
Keil Auditorium and The Animal
House for nationally known artists

Doug E. Fresh, Dr. Jeckyl and Mr.
Hyde, and The Real Roxanne. They
will be opening for Dana Dane and
Heavy D at The Animal House
Saturday night, March 17.
The Frozen Explosion's next
record should come out "in about a
month," Milo said. One side will be
"Rapaholic", a hard core rap, and
the other will be a song titled" Up In
My House".
Milo said that their producers
insisted on asong so that The Frozen
Explosion would not become known
strictly as rap artists. However, if
you ask Milo he'll tell you that rap is
his thing.
What does the future hold for this
college student with a hit record?
Milo doesn't know. He's not sure he
wants the crazy lifestyle of a rap career, but he loves performing and
would definitely like to go for it.
If a rap career does not come to
pass, what is Milo's second choice of
career? "I'm really not sure, and I'm
not worried about it either," Milo
said. However, he does plan to continue his work towards a communications degree here at UMSL.

Early 20th Century Africa Comes Alive In Fine Prose
by Mary Towell Schroeder
. book reviewer

life. The reason behind this undoubtedly lies in the point of view of
the author.
West With the Night
It was not with the eyes of a tourist
by Beryl Markham
that Beryl Markham looked at
294 pages, North Point Press,
Africa. When she looked, she saw
$12.50
home. Arriving on the continent at
the age of four, she grew up there. It
In "West With the Night," Beryl
was the land she loved, the continent
Markham performs the magical feat
that lingered deep in her psyche.
of turning her autobiography into a '
The days of her youth were spent
literary experience for the reader.
running barefoot through forest and
With a prose that frequently borders
bush. With the jungle as her
on the lyrical, she describes her life
classroom, she had a most unusual
in Africa during the early 1900's.
curriculum. Essential knowledge
Dispensing generous quantities of involved learning such things as:
charm, pathos and excitement, hers there is no such thing as a tame lion;
is a story worth telling.
and the importance of having a good
It is also a very natural story.
dog at your side. From the Nandi
Characters. events and settings are Murani she learned to hunt. The pro. comfortably juxtaposed.
None cess involved acquiring a wide
appear as larger than life or as range of knowledge. It covered
overshadowing another.
everything from analysing animal
Native pursuits are presented as spoor to learning how a dik-dik
matter-Of-factly as are those ofweswould run. Growing up on her
terners. Events causing radical father's horse ranch, she also
changes and setbacks occur, but the learned a great deal about the wiles
charactyers in the drama adjust, . of that particular domestic beast.
and life goes on. We do not see
When the family fortunes dropped
Hemingway's Africa. There is rawirrevocably, she parlayed her love
ness, passion and courage, but like of, and skill with horses into a satisfying occupation. While still in her
other components, they are finely
teens, she managed to secure a job
integrated into the picture of daily

as a trainer.
With an almost fierce dedication,
she bested the challenges inherent
in the business, and decimated the
prejudices against her age and sex.
Having gained professional acceptance, she was well on her way to
becoming a sought-after trainer of
repute when the course of her life
was altered.

It was by accident that Beryl
Markham was introduced to flying.
A chance meeting with a downed
pilot gave her both a new challenge
and a new occupation. She brought
to it the same intensity she had
lavished on the old. By her own
admission, she was an unambitious
person; but-her-enthusiasm for flying was bound to draw her into a
record challenge. Those were the
golden years of aviation. Records
were being invented faster than
they were being set.
Markham earned a piece of
immortality by being the first person to fly the Atlantic from east to
west. Her flight took her from
Abingdon, England on a twenty-one
hour and twenty-five minute trip to
a nameless swamp on Cape Breton,

Nova
Scotia.
Although
her
unscheduled landing was on the success side of the ocean, she condemned the venture as a failure,
since she did not make her
intended destination.
of

Unlike many faced with the task
writing about themselves,

Markham resists the temptation to
relate every detail of her life.
Instead, in her selection, she
demonstrates the skill and precision of an artist. The book represents a compilation of events and
experiences, each carefully selected as representative of an important
phase of the author's life.
Whether hunting a wart hog, flying a plane, or writing a book,
Markham displays her own unique
style. In prose it is highly imagistic
and metaphorical.
Originally published in 1942, the
book's descriptive language, unlike
most descriptive language of that
time is not hackneyed. In this case it
strikes the ear with the clarity and
freshness of truth. Markham's trees
grow patiently; her standard for
limitless depth is the sky. A smooth,
eminently
readable
narrative,
"West With the Night" distracts
readers who yield to the temptation
to linger over a particularly tantalizing turn of phrase.
"West With the Night," originally
published by Houghton Mifflin of
Boston, recently was the subject of a
PBS documentary entitled "Without.
Walls: Beryl Markham's African
Memoir."

g t Future Ahead For Conti nui ng Education Extension
by Laura Stephenson
reporter
His education may have been
trilditional but he seeks to educate
people in ",:ays that are anything but
customary. In fact, his job is cen-

tered on what he calls "lifelong
learning," not just your four-yearsand-that' s- it curriculum.
Dean Wendell Smith of the Continuing Education Extension spends
his
day searching for
new
possibilities in teaching.

Smith, a native of Oklahoma, attended Oklahoma State University,
where he received his M.S. in
Agricultural Education. He went to
Ohio State University where he
majored in Teacher Education and
Vocational and Adult Education. In

1969, he received his Ph.D. in
Higher Education.
After receiving his doctorate, he
came to Missouri. He became Continuing Education Specialist for the
University of Missouri, first in
Rolla, then in COlumbia

Smith's job was to provide doctors, lawyers and other professionals
with
credit
and
non- credit courses. The univerSity
has 114 extension offices in 114
See DEAN page 5

Chmiel.
"The only make-up changes you
can do are little touch up things, like
if your face itches and you scratch 1
hole in your make-up, you have to fix
it," Brown said.
"This show really tests your versitility as an actor because the age
changes have to come through .... ·~
without tbe aid of make-up changes
or drastic costume changes," Gatrell said.
See THEATER page 5,-;
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Got The Drive
Time S lues?
~l
Just Keep Busy

TRUST~

ME

Wouldn't it be great if we could
buy time? Or maybe just rent it? .
We all have somany things to do in
a day: go to work, go to school, do'f'
homework, go bowling, see a puppet
show, or plan a series of window displays on home safety.
Remember the movie "The.
Graduate?" It seemed like half of,
the movie was footage of Dustin:
Hoffman driving his car.
.
That's the way we are--spending- l
half of our life in a car.
..'
People who use public transpor-~
tation have that advantage over:
drivers. They can do constructive:
things on their way to work. They:~'
cando homework or sleep or begother riders for money (who don't:
have it because otherwise they:.
wouldn't ride the bus).
: ..>
If you decide to ride the bus, :
remember to take note of the "no'
spitting," "no eating," "no radios<
signs. You don't have to obey them,:
just note them. It will also be helpful: '"
to know that you should act and look"
as though the bus driver just died. =
That is because the bus smells like :
: ..1
he just died.
If you would rather not par- :
ticipate in Three- Card- Molly (Bi- :
State's answer to Vegas and Atlantic'
City) and other bus festivities, but : .
you stIli want to make good use of ,
your time, just do more constructive :
things in the car.
. -:
There are other things to do in '
your car besides listen to the stereo : ' and drink coffee. I know this from :
experience because I don't have a :
car stereo and I hate coffee.
If you are careful, you can eat an ~ •.
entire meal in your car--that's why =
the drive-thru was invented. I am :proud to say that I have stopped and
swerved abruptly to avoid accidents ,..
(no fault of mine, of course) and nary
a drop of Diet Coke has spilled rnto
my french fries. O.K., so it's not a
nutritious meal and it's not very
ladylike to hold your lunch between .'
your knees, but it sure teaches you
coordination.
And why not do your homework in
the car? Yes, I realize your papers .;
will look as though you wrote them
during an earthquake and reading
makes you carsick, but there are
other activities you can perform. I
happen to be in a pOSition where I •
must memorize scenes, monSee COLUMN page 5
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DEAN

..

counties; Smith has represented
them alL
In 1973, he came to the St. Louis
campus, first as an assistant dean
and later as an associate dean. In
1976 Smith' became the dean of Con.>+ tinuing Education. He has received
many honors and has been -and
still is
active in many
associations.
Smith was president of the Adult
Education Association of the USA
(now called the AmeriCan Association for Adult and Continuing
Education) in 1981-82 .
.)
Smith said that he decided to go
into continuing education because
"lifelong learning is a growing field
in education." He was attracted to
, I,
St. Louis for this and additional
reasons. " In an urban area there are
more opportunities," he said.
Also, he added, there was UMSL' s
; " " reputati on of an energetic faculty,

a growing campus and a potential
audience to serve."
Smith said he enjoys working for
the largest continuing education
program in the Midwest. (In 1986,

the
program
served
46,000
students)
"I work with a variety , of
activities.·.. and I am involved with
working with a variety of people and
agencies ," he said.
His job, he said, is to " serve as an
advocate
for
non-traditional
studies ... (and to) help facilitate a
match between the community's
needs and faculty expertise."

PREG~.-\~T?

I"

"If an unplanned pregnancy presents a personal
crisis in your life . . . Let us help you! "

His job is to let people know about
opportunities. For example, people
in techinical fields have to constantly be retrained as advances are
made. Also, people in professional
and managerial fields need to be
educated with new ideas.
The Continuing Education Extension ' is strong in its depth and
breadth of academic resources, the
willingness of the faculty to share
their experties, and the flexibility in
meeting adult students' need. Programs such as contract courses with
area businesses and telecourses
(courses sent to the students' homes
via TV) send the faculty to the student. Such programs are convenient
for students.
Smith said the main problem the
, college has is in keeping up with the
technology and with the students'
needs. New approaches to lifelong
learning have to be developed con-

I

All the work Smith and his staff do
within the community help the
University' s image. Many people
get their first exposure to it thourgh
the Continuing Education Extention. A positive image for the
University is created by the Extension, whether stUdents learn at a
company, in their h9mes, or come
onto campus.
Smith says he is excited about the
future of his college. " We will have
continuing demands for change new curricula, new courses, and a
greater variety of lo cations," he
DEAN'S LIST:
UMSL's
said.
Dean Wendell Smith ot the ConEducation-Extension
With plans like this , there is I tinuing
Division is responsible for reachindeed a bright future for Dean Wendell Smith and the Continuing ing out to the community.
Education Extension.

from page 4

THEATER
7:45 p.m.: Open House: The house
is now open and crowd noises begin
to filter through the speakers in the
dressing room. As the actors and

actresses begin to get into costume,
a good-luck wish of " break a leg"
was welcomed by all.
8:06 p.rn.; Show Time: The lights

51. Louis: 962-5300
Ballwin : 227·2266

Bridgeton:227-S775

SI. Charles: 724-1200'

Hampton South: 962·3653

nRlnu

8RtA~
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...

go
up, fashionably
late
to
accomodate stragglers, ' and the
show begins . The audience is
treateilto a good performance of a
very different sort of play, and
audience reaction is generally good.
10:15 p.rn.; It's Over: The show is
over and the crowd is gone. A few of
the actors are still in the house talking to family and well-WiShers, but
for the most part, they are backstage removing make-up , changing
clothes and unwinding.
There 1s much work yet to be
done. Everyone, including actors,
will stay and help " strike the sets" .
By the time everyone leaves, the
stage will once again be completely
empty and ready for the sets for the
next production to be bUilt.
Cast, crew and everyone handy
wields hammers, screwdrivers and
power tools to dismantle the set.
The actors are sad it' s over.
" This was a cast sent from God, "
Chmiel says, " We all got along
famously ."
" Really, there were no egos, no
prima donnas and no anomosity at
alL We are all great friends, and I'm
going to miss all of them very

Birthright Counseling

Birthright since
1971

PADRE PURPLE

')

TIifvar§ l t y
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The Bible Solves a ll your problems
when all things and fr iends fail you

Mldnlte Show Frl. & Sat

Delmar 725-0110

much," Stockdale said.
" We aren' t much of a partying cast
like some are. We don't go places
and party together. I guess we have
such agood time here, we don' t need
to go anywhere, " Stiritz said.
" This really sucks. I really get
into this type of thing, and I like all
of these people a lot and I'll miss
them, " Brown said.
A lot of the good feelings
expressed by the cast were directed
toward the show' s director, Dr. Barbara Kachur.
The entire cast expressed respect
and love for their director, a valu- ,
able asset to any production.
"I guess an actor has to get used to
this type of thing. All I can say now is
let' s get started on the next one,"
Gatrell said.
The next one, as Paul put it, is a
play by a Missouri Playwright
called McGonagalL It will be performed in the Benton Hall Theater
April 10, 11 , 12.
So the lights dimmed, the sets
came dowm and " The Dining Room"
door.s closed forever. Chmiel's
words, the last uttered on stage
r emained in everyon e's hearts.
"To all of us."

PROJ ECT PH I LI P

Mats; Continuous
Starting at 2:30 p.m
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from page 4
ologues and the like. You can go over
your lines (your 'marketing presentation, etc. Adapt this to your own
major.) out loud while you drive.
You say you will look silly when
you stop at a light and people see you
talking to yourself? No matter. The
other drivers won' t know because
they are too busy singing along with
Huey Lewis and the News.
Still feeling a little crispy? Hold
your hand up to your ear as though
yo u are holding a cellular phone and
speak. Many cellular phones are so
small that when they are in your
hand you can't see them. Not only
will you complete your homework,
but you will be the envy of the
road.
And it' s a lot cheaper than the real
thing--take it from someone who
can't even afford a car stereo.

stantly. Also, teaching services to
low-income stUdents are given.

FREE TEST - Can detect pregnancy 10 days after it begins!
Professional Counsel ing & Assistance
All Services Free & Confidential
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We offer a free Bible and Correspondence
course to all students. Free postage.

Considering a serious involve ment
with an IBM PC?

Write to: Project Philip - College Campu s
P.o. Box 11301. Clayton P o.
St. Louis. MO 63105
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FREE TESTING & COUNSELING: TUES. THRU SAT.
U'ibu'w Never Bard or n, AU bu folks.
II They Wodt !dl lOa About It, ThaI lOa ~ It 1b.st Be CituL

UMSL School o f Optometry

Eye Clini c

ViSi()~ i~ a
l1i~~ NTe~~ ~()~ieiy

• Abortion Services

Get the inside story
on the family!

• Community Education

Programs

• Li censed. No n' profit • Board Cert ified Doclo ..

.Two Locations. Pr!rCho/ce

.. .At the IBM-ON-CAMPUS PC Fair.
See what an IBM Personal Computer
can do to make your academic life
a lot easier

reproductive
health services

March 11 & 12

387-0300.

_CLAUGHLIN real estate, inc.

10:30 - 6:30
IU()() N arural Bridge
Sr , Louis, Mo. 6312/

222 JC Penney Building

HOMES OF THE WEEK

IBM Personal Computers On Campus

'-

(Jf4)J8 9.9998

~t,

3951-3 Canterbury
Pasadena Hills

We Specialize In The UMSL Area
For more information: 389·9998

SPECIAL:

Staff and Students of UMSL receive
$120.00 off'first month's rent

CRYSTAL GARDENS
8806 DRAGONWYCK DRIVE, ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

(314) 426-7667
Southwest Corner Hwy. 70 and North Hanley Road

•

1 and 2 bedroom garden apartments

•

•

New wall to wall carpet

• 24 Hour maintenance

Are y ou pre p ared?

• Drapes

A wide range of vision care services

• Large closets and walk-in pantry

•

Cable TV available

Laundry facilities

• Newe st Lens DeSigns and

• COnl il e1 Lenses ·
• EY E: H ea lt h Assess m e nt

Fashion Fra mes

• Patio or balcony

• Design er Sun g lasses

UMSl Students. Faculty . Staff and Alumni receive a 20%
discount on all professional service fees.

:r:

Call 553-5131

I

•

Complete electric kitchen with range,
refrigerator, garbage disposal

•

Breakfast bar

• 2 Swimming pools
UMSl School of Optometry

G'\nDENI'~
OF NOHTII
COUNTV

......

AROUND UMSL
Saturday

7

• Rosie The Riveter will be the
featured film in the Women' s
Center today at 10 am. and 2
p.m. and tomorrow at 11 am. and
2 p.m.

Sund ay

For Sale

Yahama SR 250 streetGood
,reliable
bike.
transportation. Excellent
condition, $450. Call 2567573.
77
Cutlass
Supreme,
green, with beige top.
Loaded with extras Low
mileage. Severe rust Call
487-6329.
82
cutlass
Su preme,
white.
Loaded,
low
mileage. Beautiful cond~
tion. Must Sell Call JeH at
892·1948.

83 Dodge Omnl: 4 door,
automatic
air,
Pb/ps,
stereo. New filters, tires
and tune-up. Runs great
Good looking, 68,000
miles, $2,900, orbest oHer.
Please call after 5:30 p. m.
727-4557.

•
Summit Showcase: The
Funny Bone On Tour featuring
Doug Doane with Larry Wilmore
will be presented at 12:30 p. m.
in the Summit Lounge. Sponsored
by
the
University
Program Board.

• Paintings and Photographs
by Georgia O'Keefe will be on
display through March in the
Thomas Jefferson Library. For
more information, call 5535820.

Three one-way plane tickets to Tampa during spring
break, $60 apiece. For
more details, call Laura at
872-8621.

• TheBiologyClubwillsponsor
a talk on the Southern Arizona
Desert at 2 p.rn. in room 316
Stadler Hall. For more information, call John at 553-6227.

75 Honda 360 faring,
crash bar, sissy bar, electric start,
low miles
Excellent condition, $450.
Also,a 72 Yahama 200
electric start Good cond~
tion, 14,000 miles, $250.
Call Coach Larson at 5535641.
GOVERNMENT HOMES
From $1 (U. repair). Delin·
quent
tax
property.
RepossesSions. Call 1·
805'687-6000 Ext GH·
2166 for current repo list

For Rent
Rent
An
Apartment? ...
Whe n
spacious,
remodeled duplexes are
currently available border·
Ing UMSL campusl
2 & 3 Bedroom Units
Refinished
Hardwood
Floors
Large Finished Basement
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Appliances
Miniblinds
From $390
Why

$100 OFF 1 5t month for
students! 522-6865

SUMMER

IN

EUROPE

$299
lowest Scheduled Fares
to all of Europe from St
Louis Call (314) 727·
8888.

Help Wanted
Night manager wanted at
South county Zantigos
Excellent
pay.
Full
benefits Contact Pat at
892·4013.
Earn up to $8 per hour.
College Student Painting
Company
seeking
managers and painters
Apply now. Part time now,
full time summer. Ca115691515.
AIRLINES NOW HIRING.
Flight attendants, Agents,
Mechanics, Customer Service. Salaries to $50K
Entry level positions. Call
1·805-687-6000 Ext A2166 for current listings
GOVERNMENT
JOBS
$16,040-$59,230/year.
Now hiring. call 1·805·
687·6000 Ext R·2166 for
current federal list

Miscellaneous
Need

Help Writing A
Resume?
Call Barbara 522·6878.
Leave Message.
Typeset Available
Need a job done fast and
eHiciently at a reasonable
price - Call Linda at 8953104.

• Monday Movie: "Revenge Of
The Nerds" will be presented in
the Summit Lounge at noon and
7:30 p. m . Admission is free.
Sponsored by the Un iversity Program Board

- -1111

CLASSIFIEDS
Home For Sale By Owner
Old Florissant area, quiet
street level fenced lot
country kitchen, 2 bedrooms, finished basement,
garage, new carpeting,
patio. Shown by appointment Call 831-8004.

Thursday"

9

• Delta Sigma Pi will sponsor
an alumni volleyball game
scheduled for noon. All actives
and pledges are welcome.

8
•
Research Directions In
Osteoporosis will be the topic of
this week's Creative Aging to be
aired from 7-8 p.m. on KWMU
(90.7 FM).

-- .'

• The Wesley Foundation will
hold
a
sharing/prayer/bible
study led by campus minister,
Roger Jespersen from 12:30 -2
p.m. in room 156 U. Center.

• The Observatory will resume
its open houses beginning today
at7 p.m. In case of badweather,
open houses will be rescheduled
for the following night For the
latest information and sky
objects to observe, call the
Skywatch Hotline at 5535706.

Need help typing those
long,
drawrrout
term
papers, and/or resumes.
Don't hesitate any longer,
give me a call and I will give
you a hand I must be able
to read your writing. Call
Marcy at982·3997 or652·
3108.

• The Women's Center will
hold an indoor picnic lunch today
at noon. Bring your bag lunch.

Better Than An IRA And
Here To Stay.
payroll
With
Aetna's
deductable annUity you
can save more money, pay
less taxes and end up with
much more savings. Aetna
has 5 accounts to switch
Call
David
between.
Hassenflug at 576-2336
ext 2336.
BUYING BOOKS: BUYING
FINE
QUALITY
PERSONAL LIBRARIES. 469·
1679.

01
Employed senior has room
for rent
$150/month.
Berkeley area

Miscellaneous
FAST, ACCURATE, PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
-ACADEMIC
REPORTS,
DISSERTATIONS,
THESES,
REPETITIVE!
PERSONALIZED
LET·
TERS,
MAILING
LlSTS/LABELS/
ENVELOPES, RESUMES,
ETC. IBM PC AND XEROX
EQUIPMENT. CALL PORTIA·725-4477.

Homesharing
Opportunities
21
Widow would like to share
large home with honest
hard-working, female student She would like
occassional help reading
and sorting paperwork,
plus $150 a month in
exchange for room and
board Pasedena Hills
area One mile from
campus

4
Senior is looking for light
housekeeping and cornpanionship in exchange
for room and board. Florissant area

18
FulHime employed senior
that travels a lot has room
for rent
$150/month.
Florissant area

20
Couple caring for his
mother is look ing for help
around the house and
occassional night ou~ plus
$200 a month in exchange
for room and board Nice
family atmosphere in nice
neighborhood Florissant
area

~---------------------------------------------------------~
Tau Kappa Delta is a new
To My Favorite TKE's,
ToTheDonJohnsonLoo~
Alike
in
The
Underground,
You think you are a stud,
but actually you are mud
One bit of advice, strut
around in your paisley sus·
penders and if it swells,
ride i~
Anonymous

Wednesday

• Horizons will be offering a
Resume Writing Workshop
from 1-2 p.rn. in room 427 SSB.
Register by calling 553-5711.

Senior Citizens
With Rooms
To Rent

Don't miss " Revenge of
the Nerds" on Monday the
9th. Noon and 7:30 p.rn. in
the
summit
Lounge.
FREE!'

.:.,.)

For more information on
any of these ads, please
call 553-5536 and refer to
the number with the ad.

Personals
Numero uno hombre,
Happy Birthday a little late,
you "of age" dude.
Be There Always,
Red·Hair Girl (ha!)
KSM,
I just want to say thank you
for everything. I can hardly
wait to use your bulf
blebath in my bathtub!
Love,
Yours Always,
Karen

Rock Candy,
Get ready to party at the
concerti Thanks for the
hockey game last week,
the beers are on me this
time!
The All American Boy
Brittany,
Remember, we can get
what we want if we really
try.
Your Friend Always,
Tess!
Dear Awesome Pike,
You are a Greek Godwith a
. gorgeous bod! Just give
me a good glance and
maybe I'll have half a
chance.
AGDI
AmyJo,
Hun we never see you, but
we see Brook alot and we
know he wants to see you!!
We have to get together
and chat about our various
Brook
experiences!
Brook alerti
From Russia With Love
Key Fred,
Dig those crazy green
sweatpants (that you paid
$10 for). With those crazy
green sweatpants, you'll
most certainly go to
heaven!
Love
Paula
Todd,
Never mind!
Pledge
Dear Anonymous,
You wrote last week warning
Steve
about
a
girlfriend How do you
know about this so-called
girlfriend? Which Steve
are you talking about?
Who are you?
A Ste ve
Kerry and
Hi!
Betsy

BiJ~

fraternity on the UM- St
Louis campus For more
info, contact the Student
Activities office. 250 U.
Center. Be a part

Lace.
For all those little surprises, and other lessons I
love you! How about a
lifetime together?
xoxo Teddybear

You guys are absolutely
wonderful I'm 50 glad that
I have gotten to know you
all! When's the next
party?
Love,
The West County Snob,"
HeyAETI,
There is nothing wrong
with being 5'13. In fad'i
kinda "grows" on you!
The Lougay Flirt

,,~

I

See Dick See Dick says
study study study. See
Jane. Jane says work work
work. See Spot Spot say
party party party with MTV
at Daytona Beach Spring
Break Action. Good or
Spo~ Don't miss ou~ Only
$119·$209. Call Ann, 394·
6873.

Hot Dog and Fries,
.. ,.. ~
Tomorrow you'll be ofr't'o
,
KC
homework,
.all
I
weekend, will occupy ru~
Time is too short to do aIll
that we must Next week'I
hope there's time for jli'St l'

Lace,
Thanks for all the little surprises you sprang on me. I
love you. Never stop
'cause there's no turning
back I'll drown you with
love.
Love On Ya,
Teddy Bear

Lizenby,
.,
Thaf s a pretty sweater you
are wearing. I wanted, ,to
see whafs underneath it
Jingle
;,

Tim,
Where will you be in 30
days? With a bunch of
babes on the beach or
drunk and degraded in the
dirt? Get serious Camp-ORama is more your style.
f hodv weight in alcohol is a
prerequisite, rememhe~.
Where are you going to be
in 30 days from now'?
Florida of course! Call
423-2366 or 355-5816.
Girl
With
The
Girly
Bottom,
Seen in the vicinity of an
unidentified
school
bookstore, Exhibit Pc An
UMSL Rock Cafe Sl Louis
shirt Not a pretty sight
Avoid sectorV·C at all cost
Lefs blow this popsicle
stand this second
Very metal
Dear Blond Thai Sits In
The Underground,
I' m in lust with you. Are you
going to Florida? I would
like to see you in a
swimsuit
The Guy That Wears The
White Polo Jacket

us.
Your South
Sweetie

.:. . .
St

Lo~Ls

Dave (Pike),
, '. lip
MY AMCL is a stu(;lj,j
license plate number.
Change it to PIKE 1. ."
Doug (pike)
Dear Yochimp,
How's your masculine
brother, Mike doing?
Mike

"

Tired of winter boredolJl7
Call 739-1505. The TKE
Hotline to find out whaYs
happening and be a parto"i
the fun!
Call Today!
-, .

Chris and Bil~
I just climbed in, and tJ:J1l ,
next day was well 'like "
whatever.
P.s. Tell Douglas I am haVing a party this Saturday_Miss Hour Glass

JKT,
We came!
We saw!
We wen~
Reds

Carolyn,
Had fun being your crOWN
Sister. You' re a terri4ic
Zeta
"" .
Zeta Love and Mine,
Sharon

-

.....

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~

Amoco Outstandi ng Teaching Award
For Excellen ce in Undergraduate Teaching

LAST CHAN CE!

Nomination Forms And Eligibility Criteria
Are Available At The
Circu lation desks Of All
Campus Libraries
The Student Activities Office
Room 250 U-Center
The Student Association Office
Room 262 U-Center

' Deadline: Monday, March 18,1987

RA

IN DIVI DUAL RETIREMENT
ACCOU NT
IMMEDIATE TAX SAVINGS
- TAX-SHE LTE RE D INTEREST
RETI RE MENT SECURITY

Banff
.TOLL FREE INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
7151 NATURAL BRIDGE
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI 63121
(Just East of Lucas and Hunt)

383-5555

~ember

FDIC

1

1-800-521-5911
or contact our local Sunchase campus representative or your favorite travel agency

1.,\,0

~SPORTS
':Gregory Ends Career As UMSL All-Eve---- hin
I·~ .

by Diane Schlueter
associate sports editor

:~ Just one look and that's all it took.
I 1MSL Riverwomen coach Mike Lar• sun went to Montgomery City (Mo.)
, High School only once to watch then
prospective recruit Gina Gregory
play basketball. That one look was
, . .., a 1 that coach Larson needed as
Gregory went 13 for 13 from the
field.
"What stuck out most about her
" ~ was that she was a pure shooter," he
said. "She shot a very high percentage from the field."
After four years on the UMSL
• ., •.court, Gregory has broken nearly all
. ,:oJ the Riverwomen offensive
records. HeI' achievements include:
most career points, 1,657; most careerrebounds,609;mostcareerfree
throws made, 247; most career field
· goals made, 740; most career steals,
141; best career free-throw percentage, .760; most consecutive free
;. tbrows made, 29 during the 1985-86
season; most career field goals
a'ttempted, 1,483; and most career
free throws attempted, 326.
~".
During the 1986-87 season, the 5ioot-9 forward led the Riverwomen
· by averaging 17.1 points and 7.2
· rebounds a game, raising her career
scoring average to 15 ,3 points and
'. career rebounding to 5.6 in 108
-games.
" " And for her efforts this season,
Gregory was named to the All-MIAA
" 'W First Team, becoming UMSL's first
. female basketball player to receive
'tRis honor.
"Receiving First Team AllConference came as a surprise
because it was the last thing on my
iliind," Gregory said. " It is the most
meaningful award that I have ever
;eceived."
,....
Gregory, who began her career at
the start of the 83-84 season, was
coach Larson's first recruit at
UMSL. Each feels a certain bond
.., toward the other.
" "" Coach Larson is a very caring
GQach," Gregory said. " We have a
special relationship. I was his first
recruit, and I have definitely played
, .. under him the longest."
"I think of (our relationship) as
special because of what she has
accomplished, " Larson said. "Her
'..., coming here and making (fourth
team)
All-American,
AllConference and rewriting the
record books shows that we didn't go
.' wrong."
The youngest of four children,
<0 "

f ,I

o

Gregory claims that her father's
critiquing helped her to learn her
basketball skills,
"I learned a lot from my father,"
she said. "When I was younger, basketball was not my favorite past
time. But I would sit and listen to
him critique my brothers,"
Gregory, who was born in Dallas, .
Texas, on November 8, 1963, attended Montgomery City (Mo,) High
SchooL During her three year career at the school, Gregory
averaged 16.4 points and 9.4
rebounds a game for coach Ben
March.
Through the years, Gregory and
her high school coach have
remained close as March and his
wife make the trip to St. Louis for all
of the Riverwomen's home games.
"He was the one who took me
aside (during my junior year) and
told me that I had some talent,"
Gregory said. "He told me to take
advantage of my talent, and that one
comment that he made sticks with
me,
"When he told me this, it made me
more aware of my potential, and
that made me extremely dedicated
in high schooL"
Over the years, Gregory has
remained dedicated to the game of
basketbalL Last summer she joined
Athletes in Action, a team consisting of college Christian all- stars,
and traveled throughout the South
American countries of Brazil,
Ecuador and Peru.
"Traveling with AlA had to be the
most influential experience rve
ever gone through, " she said. "The
tour allowed me to take a big step in
my spiritual growth,
"I also grew as a basketball player
by learning what it really means to
play for God. Our team of Christian
athletes showed me a totally new
style of play because of their
unselfishness and commitment to
the team ."
While playing for AlA, Gregory
traveled with many girls who were
from Division I schools. Her role on
the AlA team differed from her role
on the Riverwomen as she played
the point guard position.
"I lost a lot of confidence because
I thought that they would be better
and have so much more talent than
me," she said. "My role wasn't near
what it was at UMSL, but I had to
accept it because it was going to
make the team better."
When she returned to her Riverwomen uniform this season, Larson

.Q

0

noticed
some
differences
m
Gregory.
"She was very aggressive," he
said. "She had a different attitude
and perspective on life. I think that
this came about through the people
she was with (on the trip)."
" This year,
all my goals
changed," Gregory said. "The fact
that I was more of a team player was
something that I took a lot of pride
in, .
" After some games this season
when I only scored 10 or 12 points,
people would ask, ' What's wrong')' I
knew that I could score, but I wanted
to try other things. I took more pride
in getting an assist or a rebound. I
felt more rewarded as a player."
After being elected a team captain both this season and last,
Gregory found herself with a role
that required her to be a leader on
the Riverwomen squad,
" She has been a model on and off
the floor for the other girls and for
the new recruits," Larson said.
Gregory, who was redshirted her
first year after having bone chips
surgically removed from her ankle,
feels fortunate to have been able to
play four healthy seasons at
UMSL.
She also considers herself lucky
because she met her best friend,
Kandy Cassaday, while playing for
the Riverwomen. Cassaday currently ranks number five on UMSL's alltime scoring list with 690 points.
"Anyone who knows me, knows
what Kandy means to me and knows
that she's my buddy, " Gregory
said.
Gina
Gregory's
Added
to
achievements are a number three
ranking on the M1AA conference career scoring list and a number four
ranking on the career rebounding
list.
Gregory was excited to be named
to the All- MIAA First Team, bu t as
for the other records, they are only
the icing on the cake.
"You are supposed to playa sport
because you enjoy it and any records
that you might set just adds to the
thrill of being able to play," she said.
"It wasn't my intention to set the
school records, but it makes it a little more speciaL
" People make comments that my
records won't be broken. But I don' t
care about that-that's not me. The records don't change my way of
thinking. They don't make me tickit's what' s inside in my heart that
;nakes me tick."
o

BE ON TV

The T.V.
&Film Production Club
Is Holding
An Organization Meeting

!~-
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-... 2:00 p. m. Tuesday
I-.
March 10
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I n Room 118 rLucas Hall
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Possible Positions:
•..
_Crew
_Announcer
·.,• _ Producer
., _ Director
..

•...
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Cedric R. Anderson

END OF AN ERA: UMSL All-American candidate Gina Gregory finished her career as the all-time leader in
almost every offensive category and this year was named to the AII-MIAA First Team.

Swimmers, Adams Finish Strong
The UMSL swim team finished
the season with a splash as they
finished second in the Midwest
Invitational to the University of
Missouri- Rolla last weekend in
Kirksville. The Rivermen finished
ahead of Northeast Missouri State,
Luther College and Buena Vista.
The UMSL squad had excellent
performances in the preliminaries,
which propelled them to the high
finish.
Many members of the squad posted their season best times,
Freshmen Barclay Compton (200
1M, 100 back and 200 back), Jim
Hofer (200 1M and 100 breast) and
Fritz Priszler (50 , 100 and 200 free)
swam their best races of the
season.
Sophomores PatEppert(100 free)
and Dan Casten (400 1M and 200
back) swam their fastest times of

the year.
Juniors Dennis Dierker (100 and
200 fly), Rick Hofer (400 1M and 200
breast), Tom Lombardo (500 free)
and Tom Adams (50 free) saved
their best times for the seasonending meet.
Senior Greg Menke (100 and 200
breast) put the finishing touch on his
career at UMSL by posting his best
time of the year.
Junior diver Chip Crowe had his
season-high scores on both boards.
Liston said she was pleased that
she was able to meet her
preseason goals.
"Our dual meet record should
have been better, " she said,"but we
have the best grade point of an
athletic team , we swam great in our
championship meet and one swimmer made the NCAA Division II

nationals. That' s a good season, "
That "one swimmer" is junior
Tom Adams who qualified in the 50
free and will swim in the nationals
next week in Long Beach, California He is the first male swimmer
from UMSL to qualify since 1984.
The qualification ranks Adams
among the top 32 swimmers in the
country in Division II.
" rve never done anything like
this in swimming before," Adams
said. " When I started dropping my
times , I made it my goal. "
Adams has set reasonable goals
for himself at the nationals.
' Td like to make the top 16 and
then I would score points for the
school. No one has ever done that
before, " he said. "Next year rll try
for top eight and qualify as an AllAmerican."

Rivermen Earn Respect Despite Record
by Dave 8 rown

sports editor
The Rivermen climbed the mountain, but never reached the peak as
they narrowly missed the MIAA
playoffs. Despite a 12-15 record, the
Rivermen should be congratulated
on a season that included many
highlights ,
along
with
some
disappointments.
Two problems faced the Rivermen in the early going: tbe schedule
and seven new faces, including five
who were expected to contribute
immediately.
The schedule included a ranked
Division II team . Southern Indiana,
a tough Florida Southern squad and
two Division I schools Iowa and
Nebraska
The UMSL squad appeared to be
caught in a never- ending nightmare,
but faced with a 1-6 record, they picked themselves up and turned the
season around.
Coach Rich Meckfessel made the
necessary moves to find a lineup
that would work. He began the
season with a starting five of Jim
Gregory, Duane Young, Eric Love,
Kevin Brook s and Mike Strater.
After a number of moves Meckfessel settled on a lineup of Love,
Brooks, Strater, Jeff Wilson and
Derek Thomas.
A six-game winning streak
followed and the Rivermen went
above the .500 mark with a record of
11-10. The streak included victories
over Southwest Baptist, Northeast
Missouri,
Missouri-Rolla
and
Lincoln.
The UMSL squad struggled late in
the season, but showed that next
year th ey will be a force to contend
with in the MIAA

It was a season of big games, great
individual performances and near
misses for the Rivermen,
Some of the best performances of
the year came from the three junior
college transfers Love, Brooks and
Thomas. Love led the Rivermen in
scoring with a 17.5 points per game
average (10th on the all-time UMSL
list) and in total points with 472 (9th
all-time). Twice during the season
Love put in his career high of 33
points. For his efforts, Love was
named to the All-MIAA second
team.
Brooks was a force on the boards
all season for the team as he
averaged 7.9 rebounds per game,
twice as many as any other team
member. Brooks had a career high
18 rebounds in the final game of the
season and also averaged 13 points
per game. He was rewarded for his
efforts by being named an Honorable Mention All-MIAA pick.
Thomas, who was hampered by
injuries early in the season,
averaged 9.5 poi nts per game, but
more importantly was the leader on
the floor.
Strater contributed 8.2 points per
game and was a three-point threat.
He provided the leadership demanded of a captain.
Wilson, provided a needed spark
for the team and th e sophomore
guard also became a three-point
shot threat late in the season, along
with Love and Strater.
Perhaps the most important factor in the success of the Rivermen
was the strength of the bench. Meckfessel seemed to be able to look to
his bench for a spark or extra points
at any time. Mark Stanley came off
the bench to score a career high 27
pOints against Rockhurst College.

Von Scales scored a career best 19
pOints and hit the winning basket to
give UMSL its first win over
Southeast Missouri in years. Kevin
Morganfield and Jim Gregory both .
came off the bench to aid the River-~
men when needed.
-,
Senior captain Duane Young .
played a key role for the team . After •
being relegated to the bench
halfway thr ough the season, Young
could have folded up. Instead he
stuck it out and showed the
leadership coming off the bench
that played an important part in
many
games,
including
the
Southeast Missouri game.
If I had to pick one game or '
m oment to remember this team by,
the Southeast Mis souri game eas ily
stands out. As the heralded freshman Von Scales spun and shot with •
one second left, the Mark Twain
Building erupted and the fans
poured onto the floor as the buzzer
so unded. Who could forget the sight
of Scales being lifted to the '
shoulders of teamm ates at center
court.
Just as vivid, ho wever, is the
image of the squad fa lling apart in •
the second half to los e a 21-po int
lead and the game to Northwest Missouri, the eventual MlAA champions. The game event ually cos t the •
Riv ermen a playoff spot. They also
lost to Northwest later in the s easo n
in overtime in a game which t hey
should have won. The UMSL team
finished with a record of 7-7 in the
conference, while Southeast Missouri and Central Mi ssou ri earned
playoff spots with 8- 6 records.
With most of a team coming back
that showed they are ready to play
with the big boys of the MIAA, UMSL
fans have a lot to look forward to.

.

Love A nd Brooks Named To All-Conference Team
Two Rivermen were honored as
All- MIAA selections for their
strong performances this season.
Junior guard Eric Love was
named to the second team. He
averaged 17 .5 points per game and
scored 33 pOints in a game on two
separate occasions. He also led
the team in thre e- point shots with
64. Love also shot 71 percent from
the free-throw line .
Kevin Brooks. a junior center,
was given honorable mention
r ec ognition. Brooks averaged 7.9
rebounds per game and added 13
points per contest. He had a season
high 18 rebounds in the season
finale against Southwest Baptist.
Robert Anderson, a forward
from Lincoln University, was selected as the league' s most valuable player in a vote of the
coaches.
The four other first-team selections were Glenn Phillips of

Eric Love

Kevin Brooks

Northwest Missouri, John Willis of
Southwest Baptist, Derick Turner
of Southeast Missouri and Duane
Huddleston of Missouri-Rplla.

Lionel Sinn, who coached
Northwest Missouri to the regular
season championship, was selected as MIAA coach of the year.
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The 1987-88 Current E ditor Search Begins
The Student Publications Committee announced this week that it
will begin accepting applications
for the position of editor of the Current for the 1987-88 academic
year.
The edito r, who must be a currently enrolled UMSL student, is responsible
for
the
overall
administration of the newspaper.
The position involves setting
general editorial policies, organizing an editorial and reporting staff,
working with the newspa per' s

budget, as well as a varietv of other
important news paper ma~agement
activities. A weekly stipend is
provided.
The Committee members said the
editorship offers great experience
for those who are interested in a
future in the journalism field.
The Current has been the primary
source of communication between
various aspects of the University
community fo r over 20 years.
.
application
The
foll owing
guidelines have been set by the

Committee
for
reviewing
candidates:
v Pick up applications at the
Current's offices in Roo m 1 of the
Blue Metal Office Building, located
near tbe intersection of East and
Mark Twain Drives on the north side
of campus.
v A complete job description of
the editiorship will be available
with the application.
v Return the application to the
Current's offices, write a cover letter, submit a resume and portfolio

of journalism skills, and provide a
list of references or letters of
recommendation by Monday, March
30 , 1987.
Also, prepare a detailed
evaluation of the Current and a 5minute oral presentation for Committee interviews to be held April 9
and 10, 1987.
For further information about the
application process contact either
Steven L . Brawley, editor or Kevin
Polito, publications committee
chairperson at 553-5174.

v
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The search is on for the 1987-88 Current editor.

March 20- 2 9

Advertise
in the Current

For the Spring Break
to remember
Travel Associates puts you right in the
middle of the hottest action in Florida Daytona Beach.

( 1all Steve
at 553-5175

Located on the Atlantic coast of Florida, Daytona Beach
has long been established as "the" collegiate Spring Break
mecca. From volleyball to deep-sea fishing to the
ever-popular "people-watching," Daytona oHers visitors
every possible sport along 23 miles of sun-drenched sandy
beach. But not all the fun takes place under the sun because when the Boardwalk lights up, party-time
continues for hundreds of thousands of college students.
And, just when you think you're through eating, drinking
and dancing, it's time to watch the sun roll up for another
day of partying . Travel Associates represents the most
popular ocean front properties in Daytona Beach, among
them are The Plaza, Carnival, Desert Inn, Thunderbird,
Voyager, Howard Johnson's and La Playa.

Payment Schedule

Only!

$119 .00 - 209 .00
Your complete Travel Associates
Sunbreak '87 package includes:

* Round-trip transportation via deluxe motorcoach

* Seven nights accommodations at one of
Daytona's finest beachfront hotels
* Sand castle building contest
* A volleyball tournament with prizes
* Optional transportation services to

*
*
*

Disneyworld, EPCOT and Wet 'n Wild
Optional tickets to the Party Cruise
All hotel taxes
Services of Travel Associates' on-site
Sunbreak vacation staff

For more information contact:

A $50 deposit must be returned with the reservation form
below to make your reservation. Final payment is due in
accordance with the payment deadline set by the
sponsoring organization . No personal checks accepted
after this date. If reservations are made within the 30 days,
full payment is due.

Cancellation Schedule
All payments are refundable up to 45 or more days prior to
- departure. Any cancellations 45 or less days prior to
departure will result in forfeit of all monies paid, unless
there is a replacement for your reservation.

Damage Deposits
A $25 per person damage deposit is required with final
payment. The total deposit will be returned approximately
30 days after the trip providing there is no damage done to
the lodging property and no outstanding long distance
phone charges.

"', t .

t uggage
Please limit your luggage to one large suitcase and a small
tote or travel bag for on the bus. Make sure all luggage is
. well identified. You are responsible for your luggage at
all times .

Ann at 394-6873 . Call Today!
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